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Okie's Changes 10¢ Beer Night in Church Dispute
·
·
,
Constantme Nellos, owner of Ok1e Joe s bar
across from the University, seems to have settled
the
dispute
he directly
was having
with tothe
of
Christ
located
adjacent
theChurch
bar, over
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Reprinted from the San Bernardino
Valley College paper
By ROBERT HARVEY
Early man in North America
probably hunted the Mastodon to
extinction more than 20,000 years
ago. The excavation of village sites
on the shores of the Caspian Sea
reveals the marks of over-grazing and
soil erosion due to the hand of man
about 10,000 B.C. Man's first great
cities in the once fertile plains of
Mesopotamia now lie as scattered
ruins in a desolate and depleted
desert. High water marks on the
crumbling walls still measure the
floods that swept over them more
than 5000 years ago as a result of
watershed destruction in Turkey
where the Tigris and Euphrates rivers
are born. The dreams of empire
disappeared down the digestive tracts
of too many grazing animals and
down the rivers with the top soil that
now covers the bottom of the
Persian gulf.
The majestic cedar forests of
Lebanon were lost to the hulls of
Phoenician ships and the tombs of
the pharaohs. Aristotle warned the
people of Athens about the
destruction of the pine forests that
once covered the now stony, sterile
soil of Greece.
The unbelievable filth of
European cities during the medieval
period effectively controlled human
population. Prior to flush toilets and
covered cisterns, large families were
not only fashionable, but quite
necessary. Victorian maidens
swooned from "the vapors" in the
finest homes in London until
Thomas Crapper perfected the water
trap and an effective flush valve on
the device that still bears his name.
The terms "smog" originated in
Glasgow, Scotland about 1911 when
1063 people dropped dead in the
street from coal smoke-laden fog
that hung over the city for a number
of days.
Man's war against nature is not
new. Our filthy, shortsighted habits
are not new. Neither is our violent
aggressive behavior toward each
other a recent development. It has
long been the rule rather than the
exception in our individual and
collective behavior.
In the fourth millenium B.C.,•some
inventive Sumerian discovered an
ingenious method of discouraging
invaders who were trying to swipe
his goodies. He poured caldrons of
burning tar on their heads from the
parapets. We've improved on that
· technique. Today' we run the tar
through a refinery, put the residue in
shiny aluminum cans and drop them
from airplanes. It took us 6000 years

to eliminate the caldron and the
wall. Unfortunately the common
denominator in this question,
"human nature," has not undergone
the same transformation to
excellence. Like the clothing of our
own design that hides our naked
skin, we also wear a veneer of
culture, also of our own design, that
covers the basic man. Both coverings
become threadbare with abrasion
and expose with little doubt what
lies below.
In spite of good intentions,
scholastic propaganda and

are organisms with all the needs and
frailities of organisms. We are
unequivocally dependent upon our
environment and upon each other.
This fact sets definite limits upon the
latitude of individual freedom.
Today, we speak of total
emancipation from every real or
imagined restraint, and lay claim to
what we regard as a basic human
right to do precisely what we please
as individuals. We defend as a moral
principle the notion that the only
binding rules are those we choose for
ourselves. The simplistic expression

Man's Pace

Is Snail-Slow
In Helping Environment

sophisticated doubletalk, we still
make the same tragic mistakes for
the same tragic reasons. The
difference lies in the unpleasant
discovery that the price of
indiscretion has gone up
considerably since the days our
ancestors hounded the mastodon
with torches and shark sticks. Our
ability to destroy has taken several
quantum leaps with the passage of
years.
We are living in a world that has
been undergoing destructive
transformation at the hands of man
for many thousands of years. It has,
in our day, reached crisis proportions
not only because of past
indiscretions but because of our
numbers, our demands upon the
environment, and our incredible
ability to turn the world upside
down. We seem to be so enamored of
our abilities and the things we are
able to do that we either ignore or
dismiss as unimportant any
consideration of what we should do.
The time has come for each of us
to take a fresh hard look at our
world and our own nature. Several
things should be obvious. First. we

for this point of view is, "do your
own thing."
It does not seem to occur to us
that the root of our problems from
ancient times has been tied directly
to that attitude. The independent
actions of individuals and groups
who act out of self-interest, without
restraint or regard for other people
and our fragile habitat has created
the enormous load of problems that
confront us today. Our stubborn,
self-defeating refusal to recognize
and obey basic unchanging laws that
bind us to the earth and to each
other is perpetuating ancient wrongs
· and implementing our extinction.
A few weeks ago, for example,
some dim-witted dude just "doing
his own thing" with firecrackers
burned up some 56 square miles of
priceless watershed in the San
Gabriel mountains. He got his
"kicks" and we get the ashes, the
mud and the bill for more than one
million dollars for control. Nearly
30,000 people are killed on our
highways every year. by boozers
"doing their own thing." "Doing
your own thing" is bringing 12
children into an overcrowded world.

Boise-Cascade does its thing by
making the earth bald before her
time. Automobile manufacturers
who push unsafe and defective
products on the public are just
"doing their own thing," which is, of
course, maximizing their profits.
Farmers who spray DDT, and steel
plants with leaking coke ovens are
after all, "just doing their own
thing." Even the bombers and bigots
qualify.
Our traditional response to the
problems which result from our
slovenly and ignorant habits is to
find a witch to burn, a villain to
castigate or a scapegoat to bear our
sins into the wilderness. We entertain
the infantile notion that all our
problems would vanish if we could
somehow get all of the good guys to
gang up on all of the bad guys and
have it out once and for all. We never
get to the problem because we spend
all of our time choosing up sides.
Perhaps we should stop witch
hunting and give some serious
thought to "doing our thing" while
we still have a chance.
Our nature, from the beginning,
did not, and still does not, reflect the
innocence of the plant whose life is
sustained by sunlight and a peck of
dust borrowed from the soil for a
time. Man's role in the economy of
nature is that of the predator who
takes what other creatures have
gathered. We must exploit or die. It
is not a matter of choice, but of
basic needs. In the face of this truth
our judgment and our conscience
should tell us to use discretion and
restraint in taking what we must
have to live. It should tell us too that
what we are able to do and what we
should do are equally important
considerations which bear upon our
survival.
If we are sincere in our expression
of concern for each other and for
our world, should we not make a
start where it really counts-with
ourselves? While we still prize
independence and a broad latitude
for personal behavior, should we not
look at the bigger picture and realize
that in those matters where it really
counts we are not independent at
all?
Rezneat Darnell, in the Septem11~r
issue of Bioscience, proposed "a
declaration of independence." In the
text he saysl " ... be it now resolved
that in thought and in deed man
must recognize the rights and
privileges of his co-habitants and his
descendents."
While each of us . is "doing our
thing" shouldn't we make sure that
Jn
1 the
broader sense we are not
1
'undoing our thing?"'!

parki~g facilities by changing his 10-cent-beer
night to Tuesday night.
He changed his sale night, "in an effort to get
along with our neighb.ors,". said Nell~s. The
change in days by Nellos 1s designed to reheve the
parking congestion resulting from patrons of J;>oth
establishments congregating on Wednesday mght..
The conflict, which at one point led to the
wounding of one church member, may now be
settled according to Harold Paden, pastor of the
church. Paden said he had not been "officially"
notified of the change in 10-cent beer night, but
expressed his hope for a settlement. Nello~'
selection of the alternative night to hold h1s
weekly sale, is seen as the solution to the
problem.
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shooting of D~witt Tucker, \member of ~h~
church, followmg an argumen over a par1em
space.
Officials of the church feel the bar is to blame
for the trouble because of parking spaces pirated
by Okie patrons.
"I do not think the students, the University>
the church or Okie's is to blame for this
N
regrettable incident," said e11os.
Nellos said since he had taken the initiative in
easing the conflicts, he hoped the ~hurch .would
allow his patrons to use the churchs parkmg lot
when it was not being used by the church.
Paden said the church had locked up the

.

parking lot a few tunes m th~ past, but added he
disliked the action. He smd the church had
hesitated to lock the parking lot because of the
problem students have finding a lot close to
campus.
Frank Corner an elder at the church, said the
move by Nellos' is considered a step in the right
direction. "We do not want to cause trouble for
anyone, the bar owner or his patrons," he said.
Corner was convinced the Wednesday night
conflict was caused by the overflow crowd
responding to the special beer prices on that
night.
Bill Cupp, assistant state liquor director said he
thought the dispute would be settled by the
action Nellos had taken.
He said he had checked out the lot and founeil
most of the cars using the lot on Wednesday night
were owned by patrons of Okie Joe's.
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Rehearsal

The UNM Chamber Orchestra pauses for a moment during a
rehearsal yesterday afternoon. The chamber group, under the
direction of Kurt Frederick, will next perform .sun?ay, Jan: 10. The
full UNM Orchestra will perform this evenmg m PopeJ?Y HalL
Featured on the program are works by Krzystof Penderecki, Ernest
Bl ch and Bela Bartok
contemporary composers. Featured
sofoist is cellist Joanna de' Keyser. The concert will begin at 8:15.

all

An anonymous women's group
· called KUNM Wednesday, Nov.
2 5, and made a statement
claiming responsibility for the
defacing of l he mural in
Zimmerman Library.
The wall murai, one of four,
was smeared with a black
substance, appeadng to be t>namel
paint. The defaced mural was
discovered Wt•dnesday night,
a b o u t 8 : 3 0 p . m., by a
maintenance man at Uw library.
An unknown spokeswoman for
the mystl'rious group callt•d t.lw
KUNM studio and said she had a
statement conet•ming thp mural
incident.
"'rh ey claimed responsibility
fot· the defa.::inf(," said Matt
Walsh, news director for KUNM.
"Thev told us Lo geL a !ape
recorder going, they werl' going to
make a statement."
KUNM Statement
Part of the statement given to
KUNM and played over the air
was, "A group of revolutionat·y
women Look an action on
Wednesday night against mcism,
sexism and imperialism at Lhe
UNM. The racist, sexist mural in
the University Library was
splashed with black paint. We will
no longer sit silently by and allow
our oppressed sisters and brothers
to be insulted by the institutions
which are supposed to serve us."
"We notified the campus police
that we had received the call,"
said
Walsh, "but we didn't hear from
a n )y.~ne until yesterday (Nov.

29

Las Chicanas Denial
Joann Santiago, one of five
spokeswomen for Las Chicanas,

Damage
stated they knew nothmg ol !l,lP
othet· women's gt:oup. "We ftrst
beard of thP defac~ng of tl~P mm;~J
in the paper," said Santmgo. I
figured it. would happl'n. I kno'Y a
lot of white, black and brown girls
that did not. likP thP mural.".
Santi:~go. said the Las (~\ucanas
!eli the J~l,CidP_nt w.as shockmg, but
If thP
Umv:rstlY. would havP
taken our advtce,. It would not
have happened hke . that. Tlwy
could have taken It down or
repainted it."
Police Request
Jack UairtH'S, director of
campus security, notified KUNM
a tape copy of the women's
revolutionary groups statem<>nt
was desired. "Until Mr. Cairnes
contacted us, WP hadn't heard
anymorP about the telephonr
call," stated Walsh.
Cairnes was unable to be
reached conceming the statement
played by KUNM. Campus policP
were unable to give any further
information as to who or what
group might havP defaced the
mural.
Past Controversy
The mural had been the subject
of controversy in a letter to the
editor published in the Oct. 22
issue of The Lobo. The letter,
written by a women's
organization called 'Las Chicanas',
attacked the mural because it
depicted a white figure facing
forward, with a red and brown
figure facing the white figure. The
letter claimed the mural
represented "the Mexican ar•<:l
native American as the weak and
unknowing, being helped by the
superior W,hite Father."
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'Secret Police' Infiltrated AntiWar Segment
Former Intelligence Officers Describe Spying Mission
::
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NEW YORK (UPI)- A number
of former military intelligence
agents have cla_imed. that the
Army had but! t up what
amounted to a " secre t po I'tce "
force in recent years to gfl~her
information about the antiwar
and civil· rights movetpent~ ~nd
also about elected public offtcmls.
The former agents, some of
whom aski!d that their identities
be concealed, sai~ that military
intelligence operatives conducted
detailed spying at the funeral for
Dr. Martin Luther King, the poor
peoples campaign, ant1war
demonstrations throughout the
country, and protests and
demonstrations at the 1 ~68
Democratic national. convent~on
in Chicago and the mauguraiton
of Presidant Nixon in 1969.
Five former agents made. ~he
disclosures on the NBC tclevtston
program "Fi~st Tuesday," to be
broadcast tonight.

NBC news correspondent Tom
Pettit who narrates the 50 minute
segme~t of the program, said that
although the Army now claims to
ha vc cut back on its domestic
intelligence gathering activities,
''the military. intelligence
apparatus still exists; (such as)
secret agents, some of the files, a
communications network and
electronic surveillance devices."
Among the allegations made by
the former agents was that the
Army at times gathered
information about public officials.
David Johnson, identified as a
former intelligence agent who is
now a student at a West Coast
college, said that "the (A.r~y's)
files contain the names of vanous
high officials, senators,
representatives, various other
officials within the government,
all of whom at one time or
another spoke out against the
Vietnam war!'

Johnson also told of being
ordered to infiltrate the leadership
of antiwar groups planning to
protest President Nix_on's
inauglll'ation in 1969. He satd he
was given an expense account
while in Washington and told he
could supply people with alcohol
or even marijuana if needed to
help him infiltrate the
demonstrators.
Other former agents told of
being assigned to cover the King
funeral and report on everyone
who attended it, including "the
Vice President of the United
States," Former Vice President
Hubert Humphrey attended the
rites, as did numerous other
important political figures.
In another instance, a former
agent told of Army intelligence
activities during the 1968
Democratic convention in
Chicago. The agents said that a
briefing following the convention

included "great emphasis ...
upon a telephone conversation
which had been monitored"
between Sen. Eugene McCarthy's
headquarters in the Conrad Hilton
Hotel and an antiwar group.
''How it was monitored, I'm
not going to venture a guess," the
former agent said, "but it was
monitored."
The agent said the call from
McCarthy headquarters was made
to "as they always put it in
briefings, a known left w!ng
organization which was opera~mg
in the city, offering them med1cal
help ior people who had been
injured in the fighting."
In another instance, an agent
said he was ordered. to attend a
speech given by Caretta King only
a few weeks after her husband's
assassination in April of 1968.
1968.
During the speech, in Atlanta,
Ms. King referred to her husband's

famous "I have a dream" speech
and said she felt the dream would
come true.
The agent said he reported this
to his headquarters, and was told
by a captain there "to go back
and find out what dream she was
rcferl'ing to. It seemed to me th~t
military intelligence was getting
in valved in a field (and) they
didn't even know what it was all
about," h~ said.
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Daniel z. Henkin, interviewed ~n
the "First Tuesday" program, satd
that the Army had engaged in
some intelligence gathering
activity but that it was done "at
the r~quest of'the justice
department."
The program contended that
the Army still has abotit 1000
plainsclothes agents operating
within the continental United
States.
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Chancellor Resigns After 5-Year War for Survival
By GIL JOHNSON
College Press Service
BERKELEY, Calif.- The story
of Roger Heyns is a classic
example of what happens when a
good liberal gets caught between
the forces of rebellion and
repression.
Heyns, chancellor of the
University of California at
Berkeley for the past five years,
had acted as a buffer. between the
disciples of Mario Savio and Jerry
Rubin and the California board of
regents, dominated by Gov.
Ronald Reagan. His political
acrobatry earned him the derisive
title of "Jolly Roger" among
campus radicals, and the wrath of
the state's conservatives.
,;Heyns' allowance of the
"reconstitution" of the Berkeley
campus to a base for anti-war
protest last May resulted in a
public roasting of the chancellor
by conservative regents at three
consecutive board meetings last
summer. Following the last
grilling in July, Heyns suffered a
mild heart attack. It appeared to
many people only a matter of
time before Heyns would be fired
or resign.
They were right. Heyns
submitted his resignation Nov. 13.
The chief cause was his poor
health, said the ''Daily
Californian," the Berkeley student
newspaper.
Survival
Heyns said his greatest
accomplishment during his five
yE!"ars as head of the turbulent

Bedreley campus was simply to
survive.
"People did graduate, they got
good degrees, and people still
want to come to Berkeley," he
said. ''I regard my major
accomplishment is the fact that
we kept going."
Heyns had to deal with almost
every problem facing higher
education across the
land-anti· Vietnam protests, draft
resistance, minority student
demands, budget cuts, the
outburst of protest over the U.S.
invasion of Cambodia and, in
California, an increasingly
reactionary political climate.
Heyns came to Berkeley in the
fall of 1965 from the University
of Michigan, where he was vice
president for academic affairs.
Divided Camp
He found a seriously divided
campus when he arrived. The
faculty, which had supported the
demands of the Free Speech
Movement (FSM)
overwhelmingly, had fallen into
divisive argument in its aftermath.
In November, 1967, Heyns
called police to arrest FSM leader
Mal'io Savio and other
demonstrators who were
protesting Navy recruitment on
cam pus. This incident led to a
partially successful strike, and the
fall quarter ended with thousands
of student and faculty protesters
gathering daily to hear
denunciations of Heyns and the
board of regents.
A year later, the regents banned

former student, James Rector.
Reagan again called a state of
emergency, and authodzed the
gassing of students by helicopter.
At a meeting in Berkeley in
June, 1969, Heyns proposed that
the regents lease the disputed land
to the city of Bet·keley for a
"user·developed" park, but the
t·egents turned him down.
Heyns took a long vacation
after the People's Park episode
and returned to the campus in
November 1969. He enjoyed
several months of relative
tranquility, but the spell was
broken in April by some violent
demonstrations against ROTC.
Then in May came Cambodia.
In protest against the Nixon
Administration's move into
Cambodia, many Berkeley
students and professors, like their
counterparts across the country,
stopped their regular academic
work to devote their time to
anti-war protest. Some courses
were cancelled and the content of
others as changed in an effort to
reconstitute the university into a
base for the anti·war movement.
Regents Ire
At first, the Heyns
administration tried to adjust to

an experimental course which
Heyns had permitted to be taught
by Black Panther Eldridge
Cleaver. Smarting from that
reversal, Heyns was slow to
respond to d~mands for ethnic
studies programs. The ethnic
studies issue produced the largest
and most militant demonstrations
and sit-ins since 1964. A huge
auditorium in Wheeler H!lll
burned mysteriously in January
1969.
Shortly thereafter, the Third
World Liberation Front began a
seri-es of protests fot- ethnic
studies programs that triggered
the first large-scale violence on the
campus. Gov. Reagan reacted by
declaring a "state of emergency,"
and fanned the fires more with
the presence of national
guardsmen.
People's Park
No sooner had that struggle
subsided, in the spring of 1969,
when the battle for "People's
Park" began, with many students
joining the Berkeley street people
in demands that an emJ?tY plot of
university-owned land near the
campus be turned into a people's
park.
As the furor over the park
reached a peak, Heyns left town,
and left the problems of handling
Berkeley's young citizenry to vice
chancellor Earl Cheit. Cheit
ordered the land cleared and a
fence erected, an action later
supported by Heyns, and fighting
broke out. The national guard was
ca.lled in again, and killed one

Over Commando Raid Incident

these changes, about which it
would d o I it tie anyway, as a
practical matter. Heyns argued
before the board of regents that
despite "academic abuses" dut·ing
the reconstitution, there were
benefits as well, in terms of mot"e
relevant courses an.d closer
faculty·student contact.
At that point, Heyns, who had
successfully walked a tightrope
for five years, fell off. Faculty
members and regents stepped up
their criticism of the drastic
course changes, lax grading
policies and widespread students
and faculty political activity. "It
was clear then that the wolves
were out," one regent said this
weekend.
And so Heyns, who had, once
been regarded as relatively liberal
and was just showing signs of
standing on his convictions, was
subjected to relentless pressures
by the conservative powers of
California. If he hadn't quit, he
would have eventually been fired,
and unlike many professors, he
would not depend on any student
support when that time came, for
he had betrayed them too often.
Thus, he had to quit.

Usc of Zimmerman Library at
the UNM totaled 105, 715
persons during OcLob(>r, a
significant incrt•as<> ovt•r the total
a yt•ar bt>fore.
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435 San Mateo NE
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30th Annual National Bible Week, November 22-29, 1970. An Interfaith eftort.
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National Bible Week Committee
P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station
New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one doilar.
Please send me one Bible.
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The New Mexico Lobo is
pUblished dally every regular week
nf the University year by the Board
of Student Publicati()ns of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexicll, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial Par.cs of The Lobll are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of 'l'he Lobo:
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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televised testimony Tuesday, he
said he did tell about it earlier at a
closed hearing of the Senate
Armed Services Committee.
House Republican leader
Gerald R. Ford, and Rep. John J.
Rhodes, R-Ariz., chairman of the
House GOP Policy Committee,
also criticized Fulbright for his
remarks made Sunday during a
television interview.
Fulbright said the fact Laird
did not mention the support
attack near Hanoi, later disclosed
by the Pentagon, was further
evidence that Laird and the
Defense Department
"misrepresent the facts ... and
they do it all the time."
Rhodes said Fulbright failed to
substantiate his charge. "If he

UA W, Ford Negotiations
Hit Snag Over Demands

The turnstil(' count for
October, 1969, was 91,6H·l,
according to David 0. Kl'lll'Y,
directol' of the g'<'lll't"al library.
Last Apl'il's total was H0,717.
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Zimmerman Use Up Ln October

'l'IH• 1 1 I'PfPn'nl'l' librul'ians
handl"d 2720 qtwslions and gaw
pt><>pl<• infonnalion on macaroni
produ<'tion. Buclclhisl p1·ayP1'
Wh(•P]s, natura] floricJation of
s!n•am running thwul!h an lnclian
t"Pst'l'Vali<>n. and a lllPHt ill~pPt't(n·· ..,_
manual for NPW :\!Pxi<'o.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird said
Monday he did not tell the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
about a U.S. air strike in support
of the Son Tay Pow camp raid
near Hanoi because the committee
members never asked him about
it.
Denying charges by Committee
Chairman J. William· Fulbright,
D-Ark., that he "misrepresented
the facts," Laird told reporters, "I
only answer the questions that are
asked ... some members on the
committee were not as prepared
as they might be . . . that
particular question was never
asked."
Although Laird did not
mention the support raid in the

•

Studl•nls, l\tculty nwmlwrs and
othl'I'S with chP('k·out privikgPs
<'hargl•d out 2:!,20D books and
2H2H o!lwt· publil•ations, induding
ma1-(azil1l'S and goVl'l'nnu•nl
puhlieut ions.

It can make things work for you.
It's that kind of book.
Read your Bible. You'll see.
If you don't have a Bible of your own,
we'fl send you one for a dollar.
Hard cover and everything.
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.

Laird Denies Fulbright Charges

Modem Methods

The modern student uses every
type of study device on the
market. Some students use fancy
electric gadgets for light, while
others, not being futuristic find
studying fun by using candlelight
in the electrical engineering
building.

Peace Corps Project
To Help Environment
The Peace Corps and
Smithsonian Institution recently
announced a new joint program to
help other countries solve
environmental problems.
Joseph Blatchford, Peace Corps
director, said in announcing the
program, "This partnership is
today issuing a call to a group of
Americans who have not joined
the Peace Corps in large numbers
to date: post-graduate students in
the physical sciences and people
of all ages experienced in the
management of natural
resources."
Projects already planned under
the new program include the
development ,of national parks
and forest management in Costa
Rica, establishment of a
conservation program in Colombia
and wildlife preservation in the
Philippines.
Volunteers will be recurited by
the Smithsonian, and requests for
projects will come through
agencies of the United Nations
and private groups as well as the
Peace Corps and Smithsonian.
Instead of working individually or
in pairs as they have in the past,
volunteers will work in large
teams. The Costa Rica project will
employ 16, for example, and 12
volunteers will participate in the
Colombia project.
Smithsonian Secretary S. Dillon
Ripley described the program as
offering prcfessional benefits to
the volunteers, "in the framework
of a graduate program, as a
professional apprenticeship, or as
an important phase of
post-doctoral work. In each case,
the volunteer would be
performing va1uable service and at

Pal}istani Relief
The East l'akistan Relief Fund
has collected $17 5.05 so far and
the drive will continue through
Dec. 18, said Ali Basharle,
coordinator of the drive.
The Pald~tani ambassador said
donations of food and clothing
may be sent to the National
Shipping Co, New York, N.Y. for
shipment to East Pakistan,
Basharlc said.

International Wives
The In temational Wives will
meet at the International Center
Saturday, Dec. 12, 7 to 10 p.m.
Tncsday, December 1, 1970

the same time preparing himself
for still greater contributions
within his discipline _ . . in t.he
future."
Blatchford said the Peace Corps
already is involved in ecological
programs, such as saving the
sturgeon fisheries in Iran, cleaning
up water pollution in Kenya and
Micronesia, and forestry projects
in several countries. Ripley also
noted the Smithsonian brings to
the program over a century of
experience in ecology and said,
"We are conducting ecological
programs from the Chesapeake to
Brazil to Southeast Asia."

Isn't Technology Amazing
Yes, you can now go downstairs in the Union and put
money into those vending
machines and get all sorts of
good things to put in your
mouth. Well, a lot of people
don't even know that those
machines are there, so to stimulate interest in the area, the
company that owns those
machines ( Servomation) is going to give somebody $50 for
giving the room a new name
(now the Lobo room).
What-Your suggestion, your
name, your student I.D. number, and phone or address.
Where--Put your ballot in the
student govt. suggestion box
at the East entrance to the
Union.
When-Before noon 1'hursday,
Dec. 3
Why-Nobody knows

DETROIT (UPI) - Economic
demands by United Auto Workers
( UA W) bargainers appeared
Monday to be delaying a speedy
settlement expected on a new
contract with Ford Motor Co.,
which faces a Dec. 7 strike
deadline.
"The way things are going,
come Dec. 7, we could have a real
conflict," Ken Bannon, director
of the UAW's Ford department
said after Monday's main-tab!~
negotiating session.
Top bargainers from both sides
of the table agreed the main
stumbling block was a UAW
demand for greater economic
gains at Ford than those at
General Motors following a
67 -day strike.
Observers had expected a quick
settlement after Ford presented
the UAW a new proposal Saturday
that, it was learned, closely
followed the GM settlement.
The GM pact gives the average
UAW member, who made $4.03
per hour under the old contract,
an annual salary of between
$12,000 and $13,000 in the third
and final year of the contract.
Newsmen asked Malcolm
Denise, a Ford vice president and
the company's chief negotiator,
after Monday's talks if Ford was
willing to concede more in the

knows of any time that Secretary
Laird has not told the truth he
should bring it forward," said
Rhodes. Otherwise, he added,
Fulbright is guilty of "a gratuitous
attack on the veracity of the
Secretary of Defense."
Laird came to his own defense
when he surprised reporters by
appearing at the Pentagon's
regular morning news briefing.
He said he had told the Senate
Armed Services Committee that
from 12 to 14 strike air-to-ground
missiles had been fired near the
Son Tay camp during the
unsuccessful commando raid Nov.
21 to rescue U.S. prisoners who
had since been moved elsewhere.
But Laird said Monday he later
discovered only, 11 missiles had
been fired.

Salazar Blasts
Continuation
Of Committee

economic area than GM did.
"We have no desire to do that,"
he replied.
Specific terms of the contract
proposalunderconsiderationhave-- A "form of looking for
not been disclosed, but observers trouble" is what John Salazar
said it closely resembled the GM tenned the Universities Legislative
agreement.
Study Committee (ULSC) as he
Bannon, when asked if the spoke critically of the committee
U A W was s eelc ing greater at a meeting of parents anq
economic gains at Ford, said, "I teachers at a local parochial
guess thatdependsonhowyougo scho~l. Salazar was the
about your arithmetic."
unsuccessful Independent New
He said the nature of Mexican party candidate for
operations at Ford makes it governor in the Nov. 3 election,
essential that some provisions
Salazar said that "the proposed
differ, specifically the wage actiOn to maintam a contmuing
f o r m u I a , p ens ion p Ian , ULSC is both a direct invitation
supplemental unemployment
to problems, and an insult to the
benefits and insurance coverage.
administrative staffs and boards in
Bannon also pointed out that
our system."
Ford has a steel, glass and textile
He spoke of his support for
operations, which GM doesn't governor-elect Bruce King as he
have.
told the group that having the
When Ford set the contract committee set up as a standing
pattern among the automobile
committee would be "most unfair
manufacturers in 1967 following a
to King."
UAW strike, changes were made in
The appropriation allowing the
the union's agreement with GM
committee to continue what
and Chrysler Corp., Bannon said.
Salazar describes as its "looking
Denise said the union also was
over the shoulder of college
seeking .additional gains in the
administration" would be set up
contractual area, which covers by funds in the feeder bill.
methods and conditions of
Salazar described the bill as· a
working. He said he also was
"serious and unnecessary distrust
displeased with the progress of of academic freedom" when
negotiations on the local level.
linked with the recent report.

Imagine skiing the "Gentle Giant,"
Jackson Hole, with Suzy Chaffee
and Pepi Steigler. It's part of
SALOMON SKI BINDING'S ·
special college contest. Includes
round-trip air fare from your
hometown to Jackson Hole,
room, all meals, lift tickets, lessons
and a free pair of SALOMON SKI
BINDINGS! Glamorous former
U.S. Ski Team member Suzy and
Olympic gold medalist Pepi will
be there for personal instruction
or just fun-skiing. Enter today.
SALOMON BINDING "SKIWEEK"
CONTEST RULES
ll's easy I Just write a funny caption for this
whacky Bob Cram cartoon. Use "SALOMON
BINDINGS" in the caption somewhere and mail
to us along with the cartoon, your name, address
and ski deafer. Enter as many times as you like.
Contest closes midnight December 31, 1970. Entries will be judged on the basis or originality and
humor and remain the properly of A & T Ski
Company. Top runner-up cmlries will receive free
SALOMON BiNDINGS.

II

,I

I
I

•Be sure to use SALOMON BINDINGS within your caption. 1

Name __________________________________ I

I
I
Address _______________________
I
I
City _ _ _ __
State _____ Zip, _ _ __ I
I
I
College _ _ __
I
I
Name of your Ski Dealer·------------ I
Mail entries to:
I
SALOMON COLLEGE CONTEST, A & T SKI COMPANY ]
___________________________
1725
Westlake Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109 JI

Salomon~
SALOMON SKI BINDINGS
"they hold t•ll ynu rr.ally have to lenvo"

•.
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Hoover Calls Plan Preposterous
_WASHINGTON (UPI)DJrector J. Edgar Hoover said
Monday claims that FBI agents
plan to saturate college campuses
were preposterous, but vowed
that his men would not be
deterred by apologists for
terrorists.
Some members of the academic
community protested when the
administration sought approval
for 1000 extra FBI agents partly
to investigate campus bo~bings.
Some members of Congress also
protested, but the measure passed
easily as part of the 1970
Organized Crime Control Act.
Writing in the monthly FBI law
@r;forcement bulletin, Hoover said
it had been made clear that most

of the extra agents would
investigate organized crime.
' 'However, cries have arisen
from perennial alarmists that the
F~I pl~ns to saturate college and
umversJty campuses with more
than 1000 agents to snoop on
students and monitor their
activities," Hoover wrote.· "In a
word-this wild claim is
preposterous.''
But, Hoover added, "because of
the present terrorism . . . I want
to assure them- and the
American public- that the FBI
shall not be deterred from
meeting its obligations by the
laments of those who act as
apologists for terrorists who bomb
college campuses. Our society

us

Census Figures Show
204,765,770 Americans

WASHINGTON (UPI)- After
checking and double-checking, the
census bureau reported Monday
the 197 0 U.S. population was
204,765,770- a gain of 25
million over 1960 which will
require the reshuffling of
congressional seats in 14 states.
T h· e d e c a d e ' s · g a i n o f
25,442,595 Americans was
second only to the 28 million
gained in 1950-60. But on a
percentage basis, the 13.3 percent
increase was the second lowest
since the 7.3 percent gain of 9
million in 1930-·10.
The final figures reported to
President Nixon were 4.5 million
more than those contained in a
preliminary count Sept. I, when
the census bureau predicted that
the final count would be increased
by 4 to 5 million after all military
men, transients and rechecks had
been counted.
Preliminary counts raised a
chorus of complaints across the
country that some communities
had been under-counted. But
Commerce Secretary Maurice
Sians said Monday that a recheck
in 500 communities involving
~

Christmas Crafts

A student arts and crafts sale
will be held in the Union north
ballroom Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 4·5, during Union hours.

Dames Club
The Dames Club will meet
Thursday, Dec. 3, to view slides of
the Sandia Mountains shown by
Stu Bryan, assistant chairman of
the Wilderness Committee of the
N .M. Mountain Club. The slide
show will be at 740 Valencia SE.

about 30 million persons showed
that the final tally was accurate to
0.05 percent-or five persons out
of every 10,000.
The population gain combined
with population shifts, 'meant that
five states will gain representation
in the House of Representatives
while nine others will los~
representation.
California, the biggest gainer in
population, will add five house
seats. Florida will get three more
and Arizona, Colorado and Texas
will gain one each.
New York and Pennsylvania
will lose two each and Alabama
Iowa, North D~kota, Ohio:
Tennessee, West Virginia and
Wisconsin will lose one apiece.
It will be up to state legislatures
to make the adjustments in time
for the new apportionment to
apply to the 93rd Congress which
convenes in January 1973. If a
legislature refuses to' redistrict· it
is assumed the federal co~rts
would under the Supreme Court's
"one-man one-vote" ruling.
The 20·1,765,770 figure
represents the grand total
population of the United States
and includes U.S. Arm('d Forces
personnel and federal employes
OV('tseas. The resident population
was 203,18:1,772, or 13.3 percent
higher than the 1960 figure of
179,323,175.
Although this increase in
resident population was the
second largest in any decade in
~ .S. history, the percentage
mcrease was the second lowest.
Only during the years of the Great
Depres:;ion in the 1930s when the
increase was 7.3 percent was it
smaller.

f~ wltai lfbU.
jed~,
()utude!

cannot be free of fear if malicious
bombings are permitted to
continue."
During a recent six-month
period, Hoover said, bombings
averaged more than three per
day-almost double the 1969 rate,
"The FBI would be more than
pleased if it were never necessary
to investigate a single bombing
under the new act," Hoover
added. "If those who abhor the
thought of the FBI investigating
bombings on campuses really
want to preclude it, let them help
stop the bombings."
In a separate article in the
December issue of the p1agazine,
which goes to law enforcement
agencies throughout the country,
Hoover wrote that law officers
today face a hatred from the
radical left that "is becoming
almost fiendish and obsessively
personal in nature."
Police officers, said Hoover, are
regarded by the New Left as
target No. 1. If there ever is a
rev?lution, said Hoover, "you as
officers of the law who protect
democratic rights must be
destroyed-by ridicule,
harassment, physical injury,
death."

Reprinted from
the Washington Daily
By GARY LARSON
No chromosome damage and'
deformities but girl babies are the
By United Press International
end result of LSD-taking pregnant
women said a University of
Washington pediatrics professor.
David W. Smith discussed his
CAPE KENNEDY-An $83 million automated observatory carrying theories during a recent
the world's most powerful space telescope failed to reach orbit late symposium . sponsored by the
and burned u:p in earth's atmosphere.
_School of Social
We now can confirm that the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. Work. His fmdmgs came about as
(OAO) did not achieve orbit," reported a spokesman in the launch
control center 90 minutes after launch.
This was
by the fact that a tracking station in the Canary
Islands lost radJO signals from the satellite earlier than scheduled and a
station further east on Madagascar failed to pick up a radio repo;t from

Satellite Fails to Achieve Orbit

........
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univers~ty:s
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most important unmanned scientific mission of the
year and astronomers were counting on the big telescope to· provide
them with the clearest view yet of distant stars and galaxies.
The stargazer was launched at 3:40p.m. MST by an Atlas-Centaur
rocket. First reports from tracking stations said all went well and that·
the spacecraft has achieved orbit.
The reports were that the stargazer even deployed its big bat-like
solar panels find balancing booms as planned.
However, as data started to stream back into the control center, it
soon became apparent that the satellite was in serious trouble. The
reports indicated that the Centaur upper stage did not achieve the
15,750 mile an hour speed necessary for orbit.

1930's Jewelry .

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Europe and the Sovi('t Union for a three-month p('riod
Poets and writers arc invited to should mak•• application for be ginning in FPbruarv and will
submit poems and short stori('s assistanc(' through the study under Sam Archibald,
International Research and CX('cutive director of tht• Fair
for the annual publications
"Voices of Poetry 1971" and Exchange Board by Dec. I, th<' Campaign PracticPs Commitlt•e.
Office of Intt•rnational Programs Ciddio will also reci('ve a S1100
"Selected Short Stories 1971."
scholarship.
Contestants for poetry mav and Servic1~s has announced.
He is currently studying at the
Further information about the
submit up to three t•ntries, each <if
UNM
campus in Quito, Ecuador,
50 lines or less, and for stories New York-based organization and
under
a Scripps-How;trd
application
forms
may
bt•
only one •mtry not exceeding
Foundation
grant.
obtained
from
thP
UNM
office
at
18 0 0 words. Stories must bt•
The Congressional internship is
accompanied by a stampPd, 1717 Roma NE.
a new proj••ct financed by SPars,
addressed, return ••nvelopt•.
Graduate
Tests
Roebuck and Co. to train
Entries must bP postmarked no
Applications for th(' Graduate promising young journalists in
• later than Dec. 15.
Examinations are now available in reporting national affairs. Ciddio
Entries should b(' mailed to
Elman Publishing House, 8261 t~•; . Testi.ng and Counseling was one of 20 studt•nts chost•n
offJces at the University from universities throughout tht'
North Bayshore Dr., Miami, dJVJsion
Collcg(' and Counseling Cent.Pr, Unit(•d Stal('s.
Florida s:n 38.
room 2. The tests are for
undergraduates and others who
Education Consortium
Senate Appointments
All persons who have been plan on attending graduate school.
UNM has joined the Institute of
interviewed by the Presidential Th('rc arc five test dates remaining International Education's (liE's)
Appointments Committee and this school year: Dec. 12, Jan. 16, Consortium of schools for
have not appeared before Senate Feb. 27, April 24 and June 19.
Latin-American studies.
are to come to the Senate meeting
En try into the organization
Sears Fellow
Wednesday, Dec. 2, 7 p.m., in
makes
UNM stud('nls cligiblt• fo1·
.~Vayne Ciddio, 1969·70 Lobo
Union, room 129.
appl~cation to the HE's program
emtor was named today to receive
Soviet Studies
a 1971 Sears Congressional at Ltma, Peru, where one or two
semester sessions are conducted
UNM graduate students, young Jour.nal!sm ~ntern Fellowship.
CtddJo will be assigned to work with the cooperation of tlw
~a.culty and senior scholars
Pontificia Universidada Catolica
mterestded !n studying, teaching, on the staff of veteran Texas del Peru and the Instituto Cultural
or con uctmg research in Eastern Congressman Henry B. Gonzales
Peruano Norteamericano.
Deadline for application is DE'C.
1 with application forms and
further information available from
Thnrsdav
\J. ' 1:30 PM SUB Ballroom
the UNM Office of International
'
J , l)"C
'-' • ,}
Programs and Services 1717
RomaNE.
'

Poets and Writers

A DISCUSSION BY
BILL LA\\!SON

Scholarship Deadline
The deadline for filing
applications for renewal of
academic scholarships for
Semester ·II of the 1970-71
academic year is Dec. I. Students
may pick up rcnt~wal applications
at the Student Aids Offic<'
building Y-1.
'

Aborigine Progmm

.Pastor of Wheeler Avenue Baptist Cbnrch
Houston, Texas. Former campus minister
and graduate of Tennessee A&I and Central
Seminary. Houston coordinator for Southern
Cl1 ristian I .eadcrsh i]J Conferenn.·. I .oca1
chairman of a cluster ministry to south
ghetto in l~oust~)JL Teaching social phychology, black tdcntrty, and black dmrch, at Uniwrsity of' flouston.

A program on the Aboriginr of
Australia will be sponsored by lht'
anthropology dept. Thursday,
Dec. 3 at R p.m. in Anthro 101.
The program will featun~ Roger
Sandall of the Australian
Aboriginal Insituf.(', who will show
an t•lhnographi.c film. The
program is op('ncd to the public
free of charge.

Eid Pat·ty
The Islamic Society and thE'
International C<.'nter will
co-sponsor an gjd Party at tht•
International C<•nt.Pr at 7 p.m.
Sat u relay, Dec. r,. The party,
celebmting a festival similar to
Christmas, will featttr(' dislH'H
prepared by foreign students. All
mter('Sl<•d 1)('rsons are invit<•d.

WASHINGTON-President Nixon signed a new, three-year farm bill
Monday that establishes the first ceilings ever on the amount of federal i
subsidy payments a farmer car. receive.
·
At ceremonies at the White House, Nixon emphasized the "set aside"
provisions of the measure which give farmers more leeway in deciding
how they will use their land.
"Farmers will have the opportunity to move away from frozen
acreages on feed grains, wheat and cotton toward a wider choice of
crops," Nixon said. "With this greater flexibility to meet immediate
market needs, farmers can use their resources to produce their most
favorable crop and make more efficient use of the land.
"One important result should be broader markets for U.S. farm
products at home and overseas," Nixon added.
The bill extends, and in some cases redesigns, price support and
acreage control programs for wheat, cotton and feed grains for the
years 1971 to 1973.

CAIRO-President Anwar Sadat said Monday Egypt will not accept
another extension of the Middle East cease-fire unless a timetable is
worked out for Israeli withdrawal from occupied Arab territory.
The Middle East News Agency said Sadat made the statement in a
speech to Egyptian troops stationed on the Suez Canal.
"I will not accept an extension of the ceasefire except in one
case-when we have a timetable for withdrawal," Sadat said.
"Otherwise I will never agree to another extension because the
matter will be turned into a series of delays and procrastinations which
could go on for another 20 years."
Middle East analysts said Sadat's statement indicated a hardenillg in
Egypt's position. Earlier, Egyptian officials had said they would accept
another extension if the U.N. mediator, Gunnar V. Jarring, made
progress in his efforts towards a peaceful settlement.

WASHINGTON-In the second reduction in three weeks, the Federal
Reserve Board cut its discount rate Monday from 5 3}.1 to 5 1/2
percent in a further move to ease credit and stimulate the slumping
economy.
The discount rate is the interest regional Federal Reserve Banks
charge on loans to commercial banks.
When the Federal Reserve reduced the discount rate from 6 to 5 3/4
percent Nov. 11, it was followed the next day by a cut in the bank
prime interest rate from 7 1/2 to 7 1/4 percent. The prime rate was cut
again to 7 percent Nov. 20.
The prime rate is the interest commercial banks charge for short-term
loans to their biggest and best corporate customers. Most other rates are
scaled up from that.
.
The FED said its latest discount rate cut "was in recognition of the
further downward trend in short-term interest rates in recent weeks."
The discount rate cut indicates the Federal Reserve is complying
with President Nixon's request for an easier moneY policy to counteract
an economic slump and rising unemployment.

Solzhenitsyn Fears Expulsion

·Good Running
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IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

When you know
it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

MR. NEIL BAKER

Friday, December 4
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

~12sak:e®
REGISTERED

All four of the Lobos' starting the Lobos finished the season
backfield have finished in the top ranked second in that category.
ten rushers in the WAC, a
Scarber presently leads the
conference first. The Q.ackfield ,conference in rushing but his
combination of Sam Scarller, Fred position is in jeopardy because
Henry, Rocky I.ong and Nate Bob Thomas of ASU has one
McCall emplanted the Wolfpack game remaining and could catch
high in the national rushing Scarbl!r. Henry finished in fifth
statistics early in he season and ,place, McCall in sixth ..

Tuesday, December 1, 1970
NgW MnXICO LOBO

..

charged the award was "politically motivated."

High Spood
s.pecial ro. fcs for

INTERESTED

will be on the campus

MOSCOW-Novelist Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn, in a statement made
available Monday, said he decided not to go to Stocltholm to receive his
Nobel Prize for Literature because he feared the Soviets would bar his
return to Russia.
The reasons for the decision were set forth in a letter Solzhenitsyn
sent to the Swedish Academy last Friday.
When the award was announced Oct. 10 Solzhenitsyn announced
that he wanted to go to Stockholm personally to receive the $78,000
prize.
But he never applied for a Soviet passport, and the Soviet press

I

.....

(CPS)-" It's no secret that LSD,
marijuana, mescaline, STP and
even Screaming Yellow Zonkers
are sold openly at rock festivals
across the country."
-oklahoma Gov. Dewey Barlett.

Feds Cut Discount Rate

·~

you have a situation
purposes of teacher evaluation where everyone is so interested in
other than letting the students finding as many things wrong with
know what actually they're it as possible, that objective
getting into would be to break research becomes rather
''the absolute power", the difficult," he said.
professors have in classrooms.
Smith said he became more
Another major goal of the interested in the results of his own
program is to enable the student study after he read an unrelated
who must take certain courses to report on the offspring of
gain some insight into what the schizophrenic parents. He said, in
course
entails The
and courses
the quality
of showed
this study
all mothers
who
its professors.
used on
psychotic
symptoms
the first survey, which total within the one month after
approximately 30 courses, are the conception had girl babies.
ones most often required.
Because there are similarities
"In the future I hope to have a between schizophrenia and the
committee analyzing individual symptoms of having taken LSD,
departments," Kilker said.
.Smith said he thinks there may be
The first teacher evaluation will a connection as to why they both
be released on the second or third cause the rejection of the XY
week
(male)_
fetus.
_
_ _of
_January.
_.:__.....::;.;__ _ _ _ _ _ __:._.....:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

had several reasons for being
against the questionnaire but his
main complaint was that the
questions seemed rather "loaded
or stilted." "I did not say the
questionnaire was time-wasting,"
he told The Lobo. He added that
he lcnew his course would be
evaluated anyway.
The questions used irr the
survey include the teacher's
ability to explain material and
how to prepare for his tests. The
questions are answered in a strict
yes·no fashion because in Kilker's
words, "students have a habit of
rating their teachers as 'average'
instead of actually saying whether
they like or dislike their
methods."
Kilker added one of the majo.r

Egypt Sets Cease Fire Conditions

.

n

the two groups was the "LSD
babies" were all girls.
' ' T h e mathematical
probabilities on that occuring by
chance are rather slim," said
Smith. "But that doesn't mean it·
couldn't happen."
Smith was critical of past
research done on the effects of
LSD on chromosomes and the .
unborn fetus because the actual
evidence from these studies has
been extrapolated far beyond
what was actually observed.
He stressed, the findings from
his study were also quite
rudimentary and conclusions
should not be carried too far
beyond the actual observations of

u T eacher EVa zUatLOU
., th~·~Yt~i.sD

Only one professor has refused '
thus far to cooperate with
ASUNM's teacher evaluation
program, project chairman Ernie
Kilker said.
Kilker asserted that the
professor, biology teacher William
Johnson, considered the passing
out of questionnaires used to
obtain student opinion on their
professors,
waste
of time."
Kilker ''a
said
members
of the
evaluation committee had asked
Johnson if they could pass out the
questionnaires but Johnson felt
they were unnecessary and thus
refused. Johnson was the first
professor to refuse out of thirty
classes surveyed, but· his action,
"would be challenged" Kilkei:
said.
Johnson later countered that he

Nixon Signs Farm Bill
Jewelry from the 1930's is
trying on with the help of Beverly
Barsook at the Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology. This is part of a
collection available as Christmas
gifts. The customer is Ms. G.E.
Orner, a faculty wife volunteer at
the museum.

a result of a study completed by
himself and John Aase.
In their research the two
doctors studied 10 babies born to
mothers who had taken LSD
during pregnancy. As a control
they also examined a group of 10
babies from· mothers who had'
never taken LSD. Their findings
showed that none of the 20
infants displayed birth defects,
nor was there any discernible
choromosome damage. The only
outstanding difference between

Th lr
• ty Classes surveye d

ind!cat~d

th~to~::~:!~ica's

German Program
Persons interested in
conversational German and
German culture are invited to
participate in a German program
at the International Center
Tuesday, Dec. 1, from 8 to 10
p.m.

XY Chromosomes Don't Stand a Chance .
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LSD Usage Causes Girl Babies

World

To Saturate College Campus With Agents
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DIAMOND

RINGS

Interviews may be scheduled at

The .ii.)lacement Office
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J HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
J Ple~se

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
(Formerlyo The American ln•titute
for Foreign

lrad~l

P. 0. Sox 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001

I
I

send new 20 page booklet, 11 Pianning Your Engacjcment and Wedding"
ond full color folder, both for only 25c, Aho, !ell me how to obtain the beautiful
44 page Bride's Ke~psoke Book nt half price.
F·70

I
I
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I
~
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1
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co.

Zip

Affiliated with

The American Management Association
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UWater Polo
Team Defeated
In Tournament
The UNM water polo team fell
one point short of representing
the Rocky Mountain Division in
the NCAA Championship in Long
Beach, Calif. over Thanksgiving.
In the District 7 Championships
in Salt Lake City on Nov. 20-21
the I.obos came out on the short
end of a 6-5 score against CSU, to
lose the trip to Long Beach. The
loss was the third time the two
teams had met in the double
elimination tournament.
In the opening round on Friday
the Lobos defeated BYU and
Utah while CSU defeated Air
Force and Utah's B team. The two
teams met in the quarter-finals
with New Mexico beating CSU
11-9 for the first time in five tries.
The Lobos came back from a 5-2
deficit at half time to score six
goals. John Driscoll led the attack
by pouring in six of the eleven.
After CSU drowned Utah 10-4
the two teams met again, this time
with the Rams winning by 9-8.
UNM goalie Erik Hansen had two
blocked penalty shots negated
he was
In the championship game
Saturday night the experience of
the CSU team showed. The Rams
played the last three minutes of
the game with 19 team fouls and
still beat the Lobos 6·5.
Despite the loss the Lobos have
alot to look forward to next year.
Erik Hansen, John Driscoll and

~~~ar~~eo~~~r~i;!c~~~:.aid
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Lobo Picks

Rugby Team Organized by UNM Students

·
· sprca d m
· th e mt'ddle · Home team
Favorite team in left column, underdog on right,
and pomt
. in CAPS.

Dec, 1
COLO.
Arizona
COL, ST.
Nebraska
Dec. 2
ARIZ. ST.
UTEP
Dec. 3
COL. ST.
UTAH
Dec, 4
N,M.
California
ARIZ. ST.
BYU
UTEP

Denver
Dec. 5
N.M.
BYU
Col. St.
Utah
WYOMING

WYOMING

Dec. 1
New Mexico
SEATTLE
COL. ST.
Nebraska

6
12
16
20

COLO,
Arizona
Denver
WYOMING

Dec. 1
COLO.
SEATTLE
Denver
Nebraslta

4
8
10
6

Arizona
COL. ST.
WYOMING

San Diego
Wayland Bap.

Dec, 2
ARIZ. ST.
UTEP

10
6

San Diego
Wayland Bap.

Dec. 2
ARIZ. ST.
UTEP

7
14

San Diego
Wayland Bap.

Cal, Fullerton
UTAH

Dec, 3
COL. ST.
UTAH

Cal. Fullerton
So. Cal.

Dec. 3
COL. ST.
UTAH

6
2

Cal. Fullerton
So. Cal.

Butler
Arizona
Loyola
BYU
West. NM
WYOMING

4
30
6
18
19
17

Butler
ARIZONA
ARIZ. ST.
BYU
West. NM

Denver

14
8
2
15
18
8

Dec. 4
N.M.
Cali{ornia
Loyola
Stanford
UTEP
QYOMING

Denver

Dec. 4
N.M.
ARIZONA
ARIZ. ST.
Stanford
UTEP
Denver

Dec. 5
N.M.
Stanford
Col. St.
UTAH ST.
WYOMING

10
10
8
12
10

California
BYU
AIR FORCE
Utah
Regis

Dec, 5
California
Stanford
AIR FORCE
Utah
WYOMING

8
10
1
8
7

N.M.
BYU
Col. St.
UTAH ST.
Regis

N.M.
BYU
Col. St.
UTAH ST,
WYOMING

10

Dec.l
New Mexico
Arizona
COL. ST.
Nebraska

17
6
14
12

2
15

San Diego
Wayland Bap,

Dec. 2
ARIZ. ST.
UTEP

14
24

Cal. Fullerton
So. Cal.

Dec. 3
COL. ST.
So. Cal,

13
4
10
5
7
7
15
7

5
4
3
4
5

Butler
Arizona
Loyola
Stanford
West. NM
WYOMING
California
Stanford
AIR FORCE
U'l'AH ST.
Regis

Paul
Flee!<

Andy
Garmezy

Roger
Ruvolo

New Mexico
SEA'l'TLE
Denver
WYOMING

8
5
2

Dec. 4
N.M.
California
ARIZ. ST.
Stanford
UTEP

4
8

COLO.
SEATTLE

Denver

8
17

6

New Mexico

8
5
10
4
13
5

Butler
California
Loyola
BYU
West. NM
WYOMING

12
2
2
9
15

California
Stanford
AIR FORCE
Utah
Regis

Dec. 5

Against Colorado Rams

L
b
H
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0
T
•
h
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0 0
0 op eas 0 n
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Jan War were the only freshmen
on the senior dominated All
Tournament team. Freshman

Tournament second team.
. With the water polo season over
the swimmers now begin practice
for their first meet Dec. 12 in
Fort Co 11 ins, when they
participate in the WAC Relays.
"Over the river and through the
woods" is probably where the
next freeway will go.

Bob King's New Mexico Lobo
basketball team will try to get on
the series win list with Colorado
tonight when they face the
Buffaloes at the CU Fieldhouse at
8 p.m.
Pi c ked by conference
sportswriters to place second in

the Big 8, the Sox Walseth ·
coached Colorado team will be
coming off a 14-12 campaign
from last year, including a 7-7
showing in the Big 8,
Led by 6-8 center Cliff Meely,
the Buffs have six returning
lettermen and two transfers from

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iii~iiiiliiiiiiiiliiiii~iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiil~iiiliiiiiiiiiliiiliiiliiil~ijiiiiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiili
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Texas--Larry McCoy and Stevl'
Aaker. Walseth said, before the
season began, "We have to find a
guard and another strong forward
to be able to stand up in rough
Big Eight play." Overall, Wals<!th
said that even though his tl'am
lacked a big man on the inside,
t h c Y w o u I d b c a h igh ly
competitive group of playet·s.
Mecly is the man to build on,
said Walseth, because he is a
veteran, also because he is tlw
tallest man on the team, also
because he led the Buffs in scoring
last season with a 20,9 scot·ing
average. "But he can't do it all by
himself," Walseth said. Others in
the Colorado lineup are 6·3

Andy Capp, the newspaper
cartoon character, would have
enjoyed the Nov. 21 football
game here between UNM and the
University of Arizona.
While the game looked
remotely familiar, it was not
American football but its
forerunner, the English game of
rugby which Andy Capp plays,
Beginning in England in 1823,
the popular game came to
America in 187 4 and eventually
developed into the American
game of football.
If the rugged match played on
that Saturday afternoon was an
example of how the game is
played, its popularity in England
is understandable.
With football or soccer cleats
and an oversized football their
only equipment, wearing ragged
second-hand football jersE<ys and
shorts, a UNM team made up of
students and alumni played the
equally ragged U of A team on a
field marked off east of the UNM
tennis courts.
'
While their uniforms were
ragged, their play was aggressive,
and exciting, and the 200-odd
spectators applauded and cheered
both teams.
Those who were familiar with
the game, mostly English, with a
sprinkling of Australians and New
Zealanders, explained the game to

the American spectators, and even
the players on the sidelines
answered questions.
Lewis McGill, a beared
140-pound New Zealander doing
post master's work in physical
education, said that the UNM
team was undergoing practices
twice a week on Wednesday and
Sunday afternoon, and that
Saturday's was their first real
game.
"The teams are supported by
the players, and are not officially
recognized by UNM or U of A "
said McGill. "For the most parts,
the UNM players are foreign
students or men who have played
the game in the east."
"One of the players, Richard
Ready, is a lawyer in Santa Fe;
and Peter Maud, the team
organizer, is here from England
doing doctoral work in physical
education," McGill said.
"The match is played by
English Rugby Union football
rules," McGill said, "which allow
15 men on a team and 40 minutes
halves,"
"The halves were divided into
20 minute quarters with five
minute rests so substitutions
could be made. McGill added that
substitutions are rarely allowable
unless there is an injury, but in
the second half there is no
substituting at all, injuries or not.
Injuries in the game were

minimal. except a few muscle
pulls and cuts.
The basic rules of the game are
that the ball may be moved
forward by running or kicking it.
It cannot be passed forward, and
play does not stop unless there is
a foul, a pile-up, or the ball goes
out of bounds. No blocking is
allowed, and only the ball carrier
may be tackled.
A conversion try is worth three
points, and is like a touchdown in
American football. An after try
conversion is the equivalent,
except that it is worth two points,
considerably more, at least
percentage-wise, than American
football's extra points. The drop
kick, like a running field goal, is
worth three points. A penalty
kick is worth three points.

Two key plays are the "serum"
and the "line-out". "Serums"
occur when the ball becomes dead
in a pile up.
Six players from each team
form a circle and the ball is then
thrown in the "Serum".
Teamwork is important. The team
who is able to push the other
away from the ball gains
possession.
Line·out is when the ball goes
out of bounds. The two teams line·
up. on the field much like
basketball players do fo;r an
out-of-bounds play. A player then
throws the ball in and the game is
underway again.
The UNM team lost 16·11 to a·
more experienced U of A team
who had played two games earlier
this year.

-~~

Photos by Dave Brands

UNM Rugby players (left)
battle a lone Arizona player (in
dark jersey) in the first recorded
rugby game on the New Mexico
campus. Above, Lobo player·
Pedro McCallister has a combat
wound treated during a rare time
out.

'$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plnsma Donors Needed 1
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER

,1307 Central N.E.

Tucs.-Sat. 8·5

TWO LOCATIONS:

Minimum Age 21 Yeal'll Old

Proof of Ag.,. Required

EROS

Courses in Self Defense
Karate-Judo

i

i

Ik

1\len-Women-Children

3126 Central SE

265-5885

1Oc BEER

to Tuesdoy Nites 5-6 PM

9 AM-10 Pl\1

"SCROOGE"
A NEW MUSICAL

No More Wednesday Nite 10c Beer

TONITE!

ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Opco, Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

PERSONALS

MUCHAS GRACIAS l Robert fl.·. Mondragon wishes to express apprec1nbon to all
of you who helped and voted for Bruce
King and Robert Mondragon for Governor and Lieutenant Governor. Thank
"U" 1 12/1
COUPLE WITH PETS have adobe In Old
Town. Need either roommate(s)-1 person rent $45/mo. or trade for cheaper
place ncnr U. Call 243-2706. 12/1
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT?
Need some bread? Contact Rich Miller,
Catie Angell at Original Works, 105 Mesa
SE. 12/7
GHOSTWRITING: Papers, Reports. Total
job-research to final draft. 205·4205
(mornings). 12/7
PRINTING OF ALL kinds, addressing nnd
mailing, Rcnsonable rates-255-3802. 12/7
CIVIL WAR NEWSPAPERS - $1.85.
Newspapers and Antique mnpn - free
list. 842-1254. 12/2
ELDERLY LADY NEEDS ROOII1 and
board with a patio for a Emall poodle.
Call days 842·7104. 1"2'/'-"1=--ANYONE WHO PAID for Mirnr;e '70 and
who lives in town Bhould pic!< up each
section n.nd a cover from rm. 205. Journalism Bldg. before Dee. 1. Mailing refunds upon rcquost given in Rm. 205.
12/1
NEW YEARS IN II1EXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special. Studcntu Rateo."
!.<>ave December 27. Cnll 344-0546 • • •
243-4866 ••• 344-0931. 12/11
POETRY WANTED !or cooporntive anthology. Include stamped envelope, Jdlewlld Press, 1807 Eo.st Qlympie, Loo An·
gelea, Cnlifornia 90021. 12/2
.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS muat be
In by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

LOST&FOUND

VW KEY with bln<!lt boar on chain found.
Cnn b~ claimed in room 206, Journalism
Bldg. 12/3
BLUE-BLACK purse loot 11/17/70. Reward. Cnll 277-4164. 12/2
__

3)

SEHVICES

FORSALE

CLIWEI,AND TRUMPET nnd o:we. Both
EXCBLLENT condition. $80.00. 205-0547.
12/7
1902 BUICK SKYLARK ro'nvertible. 283·
V8 cntdne - automatic -- good running
.condition - 255·5085. $300.00.
USl-:D TV's. $9.0G. Color and Blnclt/Whit<?.
All repair guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
12!7

1951 '!< TON PICK-UP TRUCK. 4 speed
v.ear box - excellent conditione $279.85.
Contact Chuck Feil nt Lobo office 277·
4202 after 5 pm. 12/7
}<'IRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from a student. Call 242-8170, or 8775320, evenings. 12/7
PORTABLE OLYMPIA typewriter in good
condition with carrying case. $30. 268·
7401. 12/3
1965 500 BSA. Good condition-$400 or best
offer. CaU 243-0060. John Thompson. 12/2
HYBRID HIMALYAN. Persian kitteoa for
sale. Papers and shots. Call aft<!r 5:00
pm. 242·1092. 12/2
1900 VW CONVERTIBLE. $350.00 or best
offer. Runs ok. 842-1842. 12/1
NI>W DAMAGED C'-;O::I\1-;;P;::O::;'N;::E:::•':N::::,r:-:s=E=T=S
with Garrard changer, amplifier nnd four
speaker system. $59.95 eaeh. Also naed
eonsolcs, solid state with BSR ehanger
and four speaker systen'l-$59.U5 eneh.
(Terms available). UNITED J.<'REIGHT
SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE. 9-3 Illon.I•'ri. Sat. until G. 11/23
USED TV's-all o!.ylcs. $16 up. 441 Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/11
8 NI<iW ZIG zAG S::-e-w"='in-g-,.III:-a-ch'"'i,-n-.,-w-lthfull factory guarantee. Nationally advertised brand to be sold for· $35 each.

CLA§§liFXED
ADVER~fKSING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ P\'!r word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's l 0 words 5 times)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
l. Personals
5. For Safe

2. Lost 8. Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

Mohth]y payments available. These ltla-

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
tLUi:J?fu~lllM/

Expert I,o;Jg I lair Design

rhines may be _insPected tn warehouse .nt
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NE. 0-9 Mon.-Fri. Snt. until 6,

6)

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED. Mnle or femnle assistant
teacher UNIII Childcare Co-op. 25 brs./
week. Experience with pr,.school children required. Contact Dondi LaRue in
care of the lJnion.
WAITRESS wanted - two weeks during
Chrlstmaa. Apply: Town House Lounge,
3011 Central NE. Good tips plus salary,
12/7
ll:ELP

WANTED-MALE. EarnJ $90/
wceltly. Work evenings and Saturdays,

No Net.~, Gds, I .aqttcr
Sprays, II cat, or Other
Sbsy Pnt Ons
ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

For Appoinftll('lll Ga11
2))·0J66

'5')04 Ccntml A1·c. S.E.
(1 Blk.JI:Isl· of San MMco)
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

5)

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Pass the Word

t2

SEWING-dressmaking, tailoring. alternt!ons. REASONABLE. Phone 877·4504.
Mrs. Sands. 12/2

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Sebring .,I lair
Design for Men

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is
run flve or more consecutive days wiw•
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
per word nnd the Dtinimum nmnber af
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journnl!Bm Bullding. ~m
205, afternoons preferably or mall.

~-...,.....,..--,.....~

Willie Long
Dudley Mitchell and 6·7 Jim
Creighton. Freddie Shell ( 6·1 ),
Ron Maulsby (6·1) and Terry
Jameson (6·0) will help pick up
the action in the Buff backcourt.
Willie Long and Petie Gibson
are the returnees for the Lobos
who will hopefully help break the
newcomers to the squad into the
Lobo style of basketball. Among
the newcomers are transfers Mike
Faulkner (6·7) and Harold Little
(6·4) Four sophomores have
joined the squad after a year of
freshman experience,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

2)

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FRoM FAIRGROUNDS)

Okie's Changes

McGill said that the UNM team
had been invited to play BYU,
and also was invited to a 7-A·side
tournament the weekend of Dec.
5. In February they will have a
return match with the University
of Arizona and then go on to play
Arizona State the same weekend.

1)

What the dickens
tna'lre they done to Scrooge?

Page 6
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Michael Blake
and
Don Burge

-

-~-

.,.AI A'"to.

0

------ ---·- ----

, Tuesday, December 1, 1970

PLACED BY---------~

For interview phone 265-0101. 12-5 pm,
only. 12/1
BABYSITTING. Want girl to sit with two
adorable children mornings M·Fri, Must
have own transportation. 277-5014. 12/7
CAN YOU RAP? Good on phone 1 Im·
mediate bread. Top pay. Call 268-2390.
12/4
ll:ELP WANTED-Male. Earn $90/week!y.
Work three_ evenings: nnd Saturdays, For
interview phone 265-0101. 12·5 pm. only.
12/2
HASHER NEEDED. 1705 Mesa Vista NE,
Call Eddie Sims at 243-0066, 12/2
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Las Chicanas Reply
To the Editor:
We of Las Chicanas feel it
necessary to express our thoughts
once more concerning a long
standing racist and cunently defaced
mural in Zimmerman library. Since
our letter of dissent about the mural
appeared in The Lobo we have not
taken further action. Our knowledge
of the defacement came about after
reading the city newspaper articles.
We would also like to say that Jon
Verplough's interpretation,
defending the mural, is not only
naive, but quite probably biased, due
to his past personal acquaintance
with the artist, Kenneth Adams.
V e rplough, to say that the white
man· is '"bewildered" as well as
"welcomed'' by the native and
Mexican is not only absurd, but
bistorieally incorred. One has only
to read Nt>w l\.lexican hisLory to st>e
that Indians and I\Iexicans joitwd
arms in many bloody revolts against
l"t'JH"t>Sentatives of Manifest Destiny,
before, during and after the
~Iexican-Anwrican war.
WP rPgrPt that the Univt>rsity did
not takP any acLion to n•movp or
repaint the mural for obviously,
others also ft>el that it is degrading to
the native and :\1exican-American
community. We are not sorry that a
mov<> was made to changt> tlw mural:
WP only rt>gret that it was dotw in a
violent manner.
For Las Chicanas: Kathy Gallegos,
Nancy Montano, Beverly Padilla,
Joann Santiago and Pauline Vigil.

--------~----------

are presented. I know several faculty
members who would· not think of
going to a meeting unless they are
enraged by an item on the agenda.
Proposals from the governance
committee last March were first
mocked and then rejected,. and yet
these "concerned" detractos from
the faculty have made no positive
suggestions. The voting faculty can
defeat proposed solutions, but it is
,.too large and too provincial to
wrestle with the real problems at
UNM ..
For these reasons, I supported a
faculty senate which would have no
more than 4 0 members. If
recommendations such as the UNM
council, student grievance
procedures and the GA-TA Rights
and Responsibilities Statement which
are pending before the faculty are
. given a fair and informed judgment,
then I will agree with the faculty
letters which have appeared in The
Lobo. We shall see,
Pickens

nm

Editori{ll:

Deface1ner1t
Asinine
Several weeks ago The Lobo
received a letter from a Chicano
organization, Las Chicanas,
protesting a series of four paintings
in Zimmerman library. Las Chicanas
alleged the murals depicted Indians
and Mexicans "without eyes which
infers we must be lead by the white
man." The women said the murals
are racist in nature.
So m cone last Wednesday threw
blaek enamel paint over the last in
the series of four paintings.

Defacement of the painting,
regardless of whether or not it is
racist, is asinine and accomplishes
nothing more than additional adverse
publicity for the "naughties" at the
University, who can find no better
way of making their point than
through an ignorant act. It would
have been far better for those who
objected to the painting-and we are
· in no way infering Las Chicanas is
responsible for the vandalism-to
have first brought their concern
before the University and library
administrations and worked from
there.
The headway which has already
been made in library reform
indicates that some people in the
library and the University
administration are willing to change.
It is not unthinkable that the mural
might have been replaced with
paintings acceptable to everyone and
mon• indicaLivt> of Southwestexn
culture.
Sarah Laidlaw

New ASUNM Senators Begin Terms Tonight
By SUE MAJOR
Senate, however, might not deal
News Analysis
with financial matters tonight.
12 new ASUNM senators will start ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn
their terms of office at tonight's said he will ask Senate to refrain
Senate meeting-the first meeting from action on legislation needing
since an October Student Court money until pri.orities of business
decision halted all Senate business. can be worked out. He expects
Senate bills and presidential Senate to start considering
appointments have been piling up allocations at next week's Senate
since that time, and the new Senate meeting.
session cannot afford to let them
Election of a president pro
slide. The court forced Senate's tempore for the Senate is also on
business moratorium with a ruling tonight's agenda. Senators must be
the body lacked a quorum.
appointed to chair Senate finance,
''At least 23, possibly more" steering and presidential
presidential appointments will come appointments committees as well.
before Senate for concurrence
Lack of knowledge of
tonight, said David Loy, chairman of parliamentary procedure plagued
presidential appointmets committee. Senate l,ast term. However, the new

parliamentary procedure session last
week and plans have been made for
future parliamentary procedure
training sessions.
In addition, a legislative counsel
has been appointed for this session
to relay messages to and from the
executive, enabling Senate to work
more closely with the ASUNM
executive staffers.
All 12 new senators, who augment
eight senators who have served half a
year, are inexperienced in student
government. The recent elections
were unusual in that candidates ran
in coalitions representing different
points of view on campus. Because
of this, Senate this session in not

likely to have a unified outlook.
New senators Juan Abeyta, Ray
Hamilton, Regis Clauschee, Louis
Baca, Ralph Baca and Lance Gordon
ran with a coalition of candidates
representing various minority groups
on campus. John Boudreaux and
Jack O'Guinn ran on a ticket of
three business administration
students. Ken White, JoAnn
Sanchez, Pamela Powell and Jerry
Buckner ran independently, a
practice which has been common in
past elections.
Several of the new Senators urged
a change to a bicameral student
legislature in their campaign
statements.

NEW MEXICO

K y Asks for Continued Suppoft
While Protesters Throw Rocks

Faculty Senate
To the Editor:
Then• has been a good cl!.'al of
abuse heaped on The Lobo lately
becausp of its editorial of criticism
for tht> fal'ulty's rPj(•ction of a spnaLP
By JIM PENHIERO
form of government. Comments haw
"We only kill when we have
appt>ared from some of the finest to"---The Young Waniors
faculty members at U~M, and as
In the midst of a fluctuating c·as('
usual thPy have been convincing. of tlw vacation blues ( mw of tlw six
There is, however, another side to cases on t'('eord), I clPcidPd I
the argument, a side which Casey obviously wasn 'L thankful enough
Chuch briefly outlined in the for that big dead bird in the oven.
editorial. Most faculty members (and Feeling inadequate, I decided to use
indeed students) are unaware of the that all-American cure-the
problems faced by student television--to while away the seconds
representatives when dealing with between burps.
the faculty as a whole.
What I saw on TV made me truly
So before my rather glazed eyes
First, it is difficult to lobby with proud to be an American on this, the the whole plot develops.
each of the 700 potential voters at a 500th commeration of turkey day
'l'he sergeant has a rather sticky
faculty meeting. We have . been and Christmas warm up. There situation on his hands as one
forced to work with faculty leaders before my eyes were 10 tough men particularly over-anxious greenhorn
and the policy committee, all of flinging themselves up against guns down (in a most un-Ameriean
whom have a clear and sympathetic immeasurable hordes of fashion) a surrendering enemy.
understanding of student problems freedom-hating huns. My first Trying io play up the human interest
at UN M . So lid support usually reaction to this seemingly senseless
aspect of the situation, the sarge has
develops for constructive programs glorification of gore would be to his hands full as ih<> men harass tht•
among these men and women, but turn off the eye and pick up the · poor killer until badie realizes he is
their opinion is frequently unheeded. comics for some real honest to incapable of future hostility.
Second, the "voting faculty" goodness violence.
The paranoid kid ean't fight
shadow broods over smaller
Instead I stuck it out because by anymore so about six of his buddies
student-faculty meetings. I have seen then I was feeling very thankful and get shot as he sits in a trench with nis
many good ideas brushed aside with I remembered it was flicks such as hands over his eyes looking like an
the warning that "the faculty as a the war gore before my eyes that
whole will not buy this." This is a gave such great Americans as Curtis
powerful bogey man against reform. LeMay and John Wayne their
We have found that it is impossible rightful place in American history.
to make each faculty member aware
****The Young Waniors****
of student problems in ways that
There they stand with muddy,
could be done with a smaller group. gaunt faces. With the legacy of :~00
Thirdly, it is difficult for Spartans haunting them like curious
concerned students to speak before mothers at a teen drinking party, tht>
the voting faculty. It clearly has an Young Warriors makP ready for
exclusive club atmosphere. Only battle.
since last year has a small student
Sgt. Barf McGork looks nervously
delegation been welcome but their a L his untried greenhorns as the
participation time is tightly limited trumpets sound and l.ht• shrapnel
because faculty members want (and flies. I-Ie looks at his men with a
deserve) to speak.
knowing gaze, as if to say a violent.
Finally, it always seems to me that. but honorabk death will gain a place
negative votes come out of the walls i11 Valhalla higher than a spineless,
whenever serious student proposals unmilitary life.

Ac1 ~o.s·.s·
Tltc Grt{lf
Divicle

impoLPnt animal aHPtnpling to
!'opulate.
Tlw d irc>t"tor obviously has in
mind sonw sor! of 11iddc•n mPaning
lilw, ··you havp to kill sonwtinw."
At this ))()int the story reaelws a
climax. HopPlPssly surroundpd in a
typical crumbling farmhousp by a
horde of faceless huns the sarge Lalws
a mean wound in the back. Climbing
out of the bathroom the cowardly
kid now has the chance to prove
himself as he protects his father
image surge . . . Yelling out the
window for help the kid fails
miserably at gaining the National
Riflemen's Association award for up
and coming marksmanship, but the
young warrior's courage in sticking
with his stricken sargP in a time of
strife shows a slight glimmer of hope>
that his killing days haven't yet
ended.
With a true Hollywood
anti-climax, the sarge is rescued, the
huns crushed and the war effort goes
on with a true touch of sentiment
the sarge and kid are gloriously
reunited in the field hospital. Tht•
surge smiles at the uninjured kid
almost saying, "Well, 1 lost a (('W
vertebrae, but at least I s;tj]l have a
mind." Th<~ newly psychf>it.ic kid is
taken baek to his respE'nive ward
and the war goes on.
!II
The flick ends with the surge
getting better and receiving a whole
new group of men to rn<>lA· l•'or alii
know tlw kid is still in: the psyeho
ward or perhaps he l'Pl1ewed his
subscription to the P~~~~" N<•wman
school of drama.
.:
Afier watching the flick and Llw
following news, I t.op])~~d off Llw
ev<~ning with an ample dose of High
Fligh. Mayb<: that kid gots to fly the
plane ...

Avast There!

Harking back to swashbuckling
pirate days, UNM Naval ROTC
students have begun to sport
beards and/or mustaches. Two
midshipmen take advantage of a
liberalization in the dress code
recently handed down by the
Navy Department.

How to Escape the Draft
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WASHINGTON (CPS)-The national headquarters of the
Selective Service System has issued a memorandum clarifying
the situation of registrants with high lottery numbers.
The new memorandum to all locJll boards instructs them to
play any registrant with a lottery nm;nber higher tha': ~he
highest number reached by the board m the second pnonty
selection group of Class 1-A, if they are classified 1-A or
requested 1-A status in a letter dated before Dec. 31.
The second priority group is the pool of 1-A registrants who
are considered to have completed their year of exposure to draft
liability. Although the priority group system was just
established under the lottery, registrants have not been called
from comparable groups under the old system since the Korean
War.
This action, in effect, eliminates the year of e:-posu~e for
many registrants. Under a policy memo Issued earher tlus fall,
local boards are instructed to inform their registrants of the
highest number reached in any given year as soon as possible
aftet· the last meeting in December.
Deferred registrants may choose to join this group at any
time by requesting that their local board reclassify them l·A.
Under the new policy adopted this fall, if a registrant is the right
age and l·A on the last day of the year he will be considered to
have been through his last year of exposure.
The latest change extends this concept even further.
Registrants who have served their "year" of maximum
exposure, and who have not been issued inducti~n ~rders, fall
into two categories: If the man's lottery numbet 1s h1gher than
the highest lottery number which the local board found need to
induct during his "year," tlie man is to be automatically placed
in the second priority group. These men, under all immediately
forseeable circumstances, are safe from induction.
If the local board has found it necessary to issue an induction
order to anyone with a higher lottery number during the year,
the man will be placed in an "extended priority group'' and will
be in the first group of registrants inducted during the first three
months of the next year,
In effect these changes make it possible for a deferred man to
drop by his local board during his Christmas vacation, fi!'d out
whether the highest number which his board reached durmg the
year is lower than his, and, if it is, get a letter in the mail
requesting reclassification to 1-A.
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SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - Police used
clubs and horses to disperse rock-throwing
protesters Tuesday outside a Nob Hill hotel
where South Vietnamese Vice President
Nugyen Cao Ky pleaded with Americans to
continue supporting his government against
the Communists.
"You must make them understand
aggressiqn cannot succeed," Ky told the
· "Commonwealth Club in a speech interrupted
at one point by a long-haired heckler in the
press gallery who stood up and yelled, "This
man tells you lies! "
Ky slipped into the city at 3 a.m., made
his noon luncheon speech while 3500
demonstrators chanted outside the Fairmont
Hotel, and slipped out again late Tuesday for
a chicken dinner with Gov. Ronald Reagan
in Sacramento.
Security precautions for the speech were
among the most extensive in the history of
San Francisco which has entertained such
political figures as Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev and the late French President
Charles de Gaulle.
Outside the hotel, mounted policemen
and officers on foot used clubs to chase
rock-throwing youths from a park a half
block away from where most of the
demonstrators peacefully protested Ky's
talk.
Police said 34 persons were anested and
three policemen injured in a series of
skirmishes in which rocks, bricks, sticks and
pieces of fruit were hurled at police.
Officers chased hundreds of young people
.across the steps of majestic Grace Cathedral

and through the streets of Nob Hill.
A force of 217 uniformed policemen,
about 20 mounted officers and 50
plainclothesmen were called out to safeguard
Ky.
The scene inside the grand ballroom
where Ky spoke was one of intense security.
At least 50 officers patrolled the area,
allowing no one to leave once he had entered
the room.
Ky's visit had drawn the anger of
numerous antiwar and radical groups h~re
since the day it was announced.
One policemen was jumped and beaten by
long-haired youths. Another was
hospitalized after being hit with a rock.
Volunteer medics canied one youth off on a
stretcher.
Two city buses had their tires slashed,
several police three-wheeled vehicles were
overturned, and rocks smashed windows on
police paddy wagons, a fire engine, an
ambulance and at least one apartment.
The violence broke out while most of the
antiwar protesters were standing across the
street from the hotel, waving scores of Viet
Cong flags and shouting, "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi
Minh, NLF Is Going to Win."
Mounted police repeatedly pushed them
back onto sidewalks, but there was no
serious trouble until youths in the park
started hurling rocks and bottles at police on
the street.
Police swinging clubs quickly cleared the
park. Newsmen saw at least one tear gas
cannister explode, but police officials said it
was not fired by officers.

Senate Approves Consu1ner Law
Establishes Independent Protection Agency
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The the President's Council of
Senate voted Tuesday to give . Economic Advisers-that would
consumers a new voice in coordinate and develop consumer
government by creating an policy and report directly to the
independent consumer protection President.
agency and a council of advisers
Contrary to the
to the President.
administration's wishes, the
The House will consider similar measure also would create a
legislation possibly this week, consumer protection agency, an
indicating final approval of independent board within the
consumer legislation before executive branch, to give the
Congress adjourns later this consumer a role in federal
month.
decision making. The
The Senate approved the bill administration had favored a
7 4·4. Voting against it were Sens. division in the justice department
James B. Allen, D-Ala., Allen J. instead.
Ellender, D·La., Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
A program of federal grants
D·N.C., and Spessard L. Holland, would be established to help
D·Fla.
states and communities set up
The Senate bill would create a their own missions to aid and
council of consumer advisers in protect consumers.
the executive office - similar to
Consumer advocate Ralph

Nader said the bill was
"unacceptable." He said the White
House, with the "disgraceful
silence" of Ms. Virginia Knauer,
President Nixon's consumer
affairs adviser, had lobbied
vigcrously to weaken the measure.
S ens. Abraham Ribicoff,
D·Conn., and Jacob K. Javits,
R·N.Y., fended off all efforts to
change the bill, which had been
under consideration for nearly 18
months.
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D·Mich.,
sought permission in the bill for
the consumer protection agency
to go to court if another
governtnen t agency, such as the
Federal Trade Commission,
refused to respond to a request
for proceedings.
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